WORD SEARCH

Find and circle each of the words from the list below. Words may appear forwards or backwards, horizontally, vertically or diagonally in the grid.

Funnel Cake • Roasted Corn • Thrills on Ice • Crazy Mouse
Space Roller • Mach 3 • Agriculture • Sky Ride • Petting Zoo
Mega Drop • Caricatures • Ring of Fire • Tadpole and Katie
Polar Express • Turkey Legs • Student Exhibits • Elephant Ears
Speed • Tickets • Skater • Blitzer • Zipper • Orbiter • Corndog
Find and circle each of the words from the list below. Words may appear forwards or backwards, horizontally, vertically or diagonally in the grid.

Snow Cones • Pickle Pizza • Bullet Train • The Garden • The Barn • Star Dancer
Ferris Wheel • Donut Burger • Bumper Cars • Wacky Worm • Niagara Falls
Merry Go Round • Wave Singer • Zero Gravity • Cheesecake on a Stick
Main Street Stage • The MarketPlace • Deep Fried Oreos • Euro Slide
Live Music • Tilt-A-Whirl • Matterhorn • Ribbon Fries
Screamer • Circus